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- Monica Correia, Flowerbudd Stool, http://myweb.uiowa.edu/correia/flowerbud.html (showing a stool in public use in the US more than one year before Nov. 20, 2009)
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Claim

The ornamental design for vase, as shown and described.

Description

Fig. 1 is a side perspective view of a vase, showing the new design;

Fig. 2 is a front perspective view thereof;

Fig. 3 is a front view thereof;

Fig. 4 is a back view thereof;

Fig. 5 is a right side view thereof;

Fig. 6 is a left side view thereof;

Fig. 7 is a top view thereof; and,

Fig. 8 is a bottom view thereof.

The broken line showing of the inside surface and top and bottom edges is for illustrative purposes only and forms no part of the claimed design.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Monica Correa, Ventosa Bowl Set, http://myweb.uiowa.edu/correa/ventosa_bowlset.html (showing a bowl set in public use in the US more than one year before Nov. 20, 2009).


Monica Correa, Ventosa Vase, http://myweb.uiowa.edu/correa/ventosa_vase.html (showing vases in public use in the US more than one year before Nov. 20, 2009).

Monica Correa, Ventosa Colorido, http://myweb.uiowa.edu/correa/ventosa_colorido.html (showing a vase in public use in the US more than one year before Nov. 20, 2009).

Monica Correa, Lace Collection, http://myweb.uiowa.edu/correa/lacecollection.html (showing pieces in public use in the US more than one year before Nov. 20, 2009).
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